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ABSTRACT
We present synthetic dust polarization maps of simulated molecular clouds with the
goal to systematically explore the origin of the relative orientation of the magnetic field
(B) with respect to the cloud sub-structure identified in density (n; 3D) and column
density (N; 2D). The polarization maps are generated with the radiative transfer code
POLARIS, which includes self-consistently calculated efficiencies for radiative torque
alignment. The molecular clouds are formed in two sets of 3D magneto-hydrodynamical
simulations: (i) in colliding flows (CF), and (ii) in the SILCC-Zoom simulations. In
3D, for the CF simulations with an initial field strength below ∼5 µG, B is oriented
either parallel or randomly with respect to the n-structures. For CF runs with stronger
initial fields as well as all SILCC-Zoom simulations, which have an initial field strength
of 3 µG, a flip from parallel to perpendicular orientation occurs at high densities of
ntrans ' 102 – 103 cm−3. We suggest that this flip happens if the cloud’s mass-to-flux
ratio, µ, is close to or below the critical value of 1. This corresponds to a field strength
around 3 – 5 µG, close to the Galactic average. In 2D, we use the method of Projected
Rayleigh Statistics (PRS) to study the relative orientation of B. If present, the flip
in orientation occurs in the projected maps at Ntrans ' 1021−21.5 cm−2. This value is
similar to the observed transition value from sub- to supercritical magnetic fields in
the interstellar medium. However, projection effects can strongly reduce the predictive
power of the PRS method: Depending on the considered cloud or line-of-sight, the
projected maps of the SILCC-Zoom simulations do not always show the flip, although
it is expected given the 3D morphology. Such projection effects can explain the variety
of recently observed field configurations, in particular within a single cloud. Finally,
we do not find a correlation between the observed orientation of B and the N-PDF.
Key words: MHD – radiative transfer – methods: numerical – techniques: polari-
metric – ISM: clouds – ISM: magnetic fields
1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic fields appear to play a crucial role in the evo-
lution of gas in disc galaxies, from the diffuse interstellar
medium (ISM; see e.g. the reviews by Crutcher 2012; Beck &
Wielebinski 2013) to dense molecular clouds (MCs) and star
forming cores (see e.g. the review by Li et al. 2014). They can
be observed e.g. by polarized radiation emitted from dust
grains. In particular recent observations with the BlastPol
experiment (Matthews et al. 2014; Fissel et al. 2016, 2019;
Gandilo et al. 2016; Santos et al. 2017; Soler et al. 2017;
? seifried@ph1.uni-koeln.de
Ashton et al. 2018) and the Planck satellite (Planck Col-
laboration Int. XX 2015; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII
2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016) provide more
and more dust polarization observations of MCs (see also
e.g. Houde et al. 2004; Dotson et al. 2010; Li et al. 2013;
Pillai et al. 2015).
This dense, molecular part of the ISM is observed to
be highly filamentary (see e.g. the review by Andre´ et al.
2014). The impact of magnetic fields on the formation of
these filaments and thus finally the star formation process
itself is subject to active investigations (e.g. Goodman et al.
1992; Goldsmith et al. 2008; Chapman et al. 2011; Sugi-
tani et al. 2011; Li et al. 2013; Palmeirim et al. 2013; Ma-
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linen et al. 2016; Panopoulou et al. 2016; Planck Collabo-
ration Int. XXXII 2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV
2016; Soler et al. 2016, 2017; Soler 2019; Jow et al. 2018;
Monsch et al. 2018; Fissel et al. 2019). It has been proposed
that the orientation of magnetic field lines with respect to
the gas flow and the dense structures/filaments gives insight
whether (i) magnetic fields channel the gas flow along their
direction as it would be the case for strong magnetic fields,
or (ii) whether the field is dragged along with the flow as
it would be the case for weak fields (e.g. Li et al. 2014). A
general outcome of the aforementioned observations is that
there appears to be a progressive change in the relative orien-
tation of the magnetic field from being preferentially parallel
to the density structures at low column densities to prefer-
entially perpendicular at high column densities. We empha-
sise, however, that some recent observations challenge these
findings (Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016; Soler et al.
2017; Soler 2019; Jow et al. 2018; Fissel et al. 2019), a fact
we will investigate in this work.
Results from numerical simulations show that for strong
magnetic fields dense structures are mostly perpendicular to
the field direction (e.g. Heitsch et al. 2001a; Ostriker et al.
2001; Li & Nakamura 2004; Nakamura & Li 2008; Collins
et al. 2011; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2011; Hennebelle 2013;
Soler et al. 2013; Chen & Ostriker 2015; Ko¨rtgen & Baner-
jee 2015; Li et al. 2015; Seifried & Walch 2015; Chen et al.
2016; Zamora-Avile´s et al. 2017; Mocz & Burkhart 2018,
and many more, but see also Hennebelle & Inutsuka 2019
for a recent review). This can be attributed to the fact that
in ideal magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) the gas can move
freely only along the magnetic field lines whereas the flow
perpendicular to it is hampered. The latter is the case when
the (turbulent) motions of the gas are sub-Alfve´nic. Con-
sequently, both gravitating structures like star forming fil-
aments and supersonic shock fronts will be mostly perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field.
Soler & Hennebelle (2017) developed a theory to de-
scribe the evolution of the angle between the magnetic field
and the gas structures. They show that a perpendicular ar-
rangement of magnetic fields and gas structures is a conse-
quence of gravitational collapse or converging flows. Chen
et al. (2016) argue that the transition from a parallel to
perpendicular orientation happens once the flow becomes
super-Alfvenic due to gravitational collapse. Soler & Hen-
nebelle (2017), however, find that a super-Alfvenic flow is
necessary but not sufficient for a perpendicular orientation
to occur.
Investigating the orientation of magnetic fields in nu-
merical simulations and comparing the results to actual ob-
servations is challenging for various technical reasons. First,
self-consistent (MHD) simulations have to be performed
which capture a wide dynamical range from the larger-scale
galactic environment of the clouds down to sub-pc scales.
Secondly, the simulations have to include an appropriate
treatment for the thermal evolution of both gas and dust.
The latter is required for the accurate modelling of dust
alignment efficiencies (Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Andersson
et al. 2015), which presents the second challenge. One of the
major obstacles here is the lack of a coherent dust grain
alignment theory combining the different alignment pro-
cesses (see e.g. Reissl et al. 2016, for an overview). Thirdly,
full radiative transfer calculations are required to produce
synthetic dust polarization maps. Most of the works pre-
sented to date on this topic usually lack at least one of
the aforementioned requirements, and thus do not produce
fully self-consistent dust polarization maps (e.g. Heitsch
et al. 2001b; Padoan et al. 2001; Pelkonen et al. 2007, 2009;
Kataoka et al. 2012; Soler et al. 2013; Planck Collabora-
tion Int. XX 2015; Chen et al. 2016; King et al. 2018; Va¨isa¨la¨
et al. 2018). In this work we try to overcome these difficulties
in the following way:
• We use two sets of MC simulation, these are colliding
flow simulations (Joshi et al. 2019) and the SILCC-Zoom
simulations (Seifried et al. 2017) in order to study the re-
lation between polarization observations and the physical
(3D) cloud conditions.
• In order to create the polarization maps, we use the
freely available dust polarization radiative transfer code PO-
LARIS (Reissl et al. 2016, 2019), which is able to calcu-
late grain alignment efficiencies and the subsequent radia-
tive transfer in a fully self-consistent manner. The code was
already successfully applied in a number of synthetic dust
polarization studies from cloud to protostellar disk scales
(Reissl et al. 2017; Seifried et al. 2019; Valdivia et al. 2019)
as well as the calculation of synthetic synchrotron maps and
Zeeman splitting (Reissl et al. 2018, 2019).
• The results of the dust polarization radiative trans-
fer simulations are analysed using the Projected Rayleigh
Statistics (Jow et al. 2018) and are compared to existing
observations and are interpreted using the analytical expla-
nation of Soler & Hennebelle (2017).
The structure of the paper is as follows: First, we
present the initial conditions and various methods used for
the MHD simulations and the subsequent radiative trans-
fer with POLARIS (Section 2). We present our results con-
cerning the colliding flow simulations in Section 3 and the
SILCC-Zoom simulations in Section 4 and discuss their
agreement with the analytical theory of Soler & Hennebelle
(2017). In Section 5 we discuss our results in a broader con-
text, before we conclude in Section 6.
2 NUMERICS, INITIAL CONDITIONS AND
APPLIED METHODS
In the following we describe the radiative transfer methods,
initial conditions and methods used for the colliding flow
(CF) simulations and the SILCC-Zoom simulations. As they
have been described in detail in previous papers, we only
briefly summarise the main points. For more details on the
CF simulations we refer to Joshi et al. (2019) and for the
SILCC-Zoom simulations to Seifried et al. (2017, 2019). For
the dust polarization radiative transfer we refer to Reissl
et al. (2016) and Seifried et al. (2019).
2.1 Numerics
Both the CF and SILCC-Zoom simulations are performed
with the adaptive mesh refinement code FLASH 4.3 (Fryx-
ell et al. 2000; Dubey et al. 2008) using an entropy-stable
magneto-hydrodynamics solver which guarantees that the
smallest possible amount of dissipation is included (Derigs
et al. 2016, 2018). For the CF simulations, we model the
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chemical evolution of the ISM using a chemical network
for H+, H, H2, C
+, C, CO, e−, O, CHx, OHx, HCO+, M
and M+ (Nelson & Langer 1999; Glover & Mac Low 2007;
Glover et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2019; Mackey et al. 2019),
where CHx and OHx refer to intermediate carbon-bearing
or oxygen-bearing species such as CH, CH2, OH, H2O or
OH+, and M and M+ to neutral and ionized metals. For the
SILCC-Zoom simulations we use a slightly more simplified
chemical network for H+, H, H2, C
+, CO, e−, and O (Nelson
& Langer 1997; Glover & Mac Low 2007; Glover et al. 2010,
but see also Walch et al. 2015 for the implementation in the
simulations).
Both networks, however, follow in an identical way the
thermal evolution of the gas including the most relevant
heating and cooling processes. The shielding of the inter-
stellar radiation field (G0 = 1.7 in units of the radiation
field of Habing (1968) corresponding to the strength deter-
mined by Draine 1978) is calculated according to the sur-
rounding column densities of total gas, H2, and CO via
the TreeRay/OpticalDepth module (Clark et al. 2012;
Walch et al. 2015; Wu¨nsch et al. 2018). The cosmic ray ioni-
sation rate for atomic hydrogen1 is 3×10−17 s−1. We solve the
Poisson equation for self-gravity with a tree based method
(Wu¨nsch et al. 2018). In addition, for the SILCC-Zoom sim-
ulations, we include a background potential from the pre-
existing stellar component in the galactic disc, modelled as
an isothermal sheet with Σstar = 30 M pc−2 and a scale
height of 100 pc (Walch et al. 2015; Girichidis et al. 2016).
2.2 Colliding flow simulations
The CF simulation domain represents a 128 pc × 32 pc
× 32 pc rectangular cuboid with inflow boundary condi-
tions in the x-direction and periodic boundaries in the
y- and z-direction. The whole domain is initially filled
with a warm, uniform density medium with a density
of ρ0 = 1.67 × 10−24 g cm−3 consisting of atomic hydrogen
and C+ and an equilibrium temperature of 5540 K. The gas
on either side of the x = 0 plane is moving towards the plane
with a velocity of ±13.6 km s−1 such that the collision oc-
curs immediately upon the start of the simulation. In order
to allow turbulent motions to develop, the initial collision
plane is not exactly the x = 0 plane but rather represents
an irregular interface with the collision taking place at
x = A
[
cos(2 − y˜ z˜)cos(ky y˜) + cos(0.5 − y˜ z˜)sin(kz z˜)
]
, (1)
with A = 1.6 pc, ky = 2, kz = 1, y˜ = pi · y/(32 pc) and z˜ =
pi · z/(32 pc) (see interface I5 in Fig. 3 of Joshi et al. 2019).
The magnetic field is initially parallel to the x-axis. In
order to test the dependence of our results on the field
strength, we perform 5 simulations with magnetic field
strengths of Bx,0 = 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 µG. Using the
collision velocity v = 13.6 km s−1, this results in Alfve´nic
Mach numbers
MA =
v
B/√4piρ0
(2)
in the moderately sub- to moderately super-alfve´nic range
(see Table 1).
1 Note that in Seifried et al. (2017) we erroneously wrote
1.3×10−17 s−1.
The initial resolution of the simulations is 0.25 pc. Dur-
ing the course of the simulation, we allow for a higher res-
olution of up to 0.008 pc using a refinement criterion based
on the local Jeans length, which must be resolved with at
least 8 grid cells in one dimension.
2.3 SILCC-Zoom simulations
ρ(z) = ρ0 × exp
[
−1
2
(
z
hz
)2]
, (3)
with hz = 30 pc and ρ0 = 9×10−24 g cm−3. The gas near the
disc midplane has an initial temperature of 4500 K and con-
sists of atomic hydrogen and C+. We initialize the magnetic
field as
Bx = Bx,0
√
ρ(z)/ρ0 , By = 0 , Bz = 0 , (4)
where we set the magnetic field in the midplane to
Bx,0 = 3 µG in accordance with recent observations (e.g.
Beck & Wielebinski 2013). Assuming a typical turbulent
velocity dispersion of 5 km s−1 (figure 5 in Seifried et al.
2017), we obtain slightly super-Alfve´nic turbulent motions
(Table 1).
From the start we inject supernovae (SNe) up to t0 with
a constant rate of 15 SNe Myr−1. Half of the SNe are ran-
domly placed and the other half at density peaks. This SN
distribution allows us to obtain a realistic, turbulent, multi-
phase ISM as initial conditions for the subsequent zoom-in
procedure (Walch et al. 2015; Girichidis et al. 2016). For
a single SN explosion we inject 1051 erg in form of ther-
mal energy if the Sedov-Taylor radius is resolved with at
least 4 cells. Otherwise, we heat the gas within the injec-
tion region to 104 K and inject the momentum, which the
swept-up shell has gained at the end of the pressure-driven
snowplough phase (see Gatto et al. 2017, for details).
The grid resolution up to t0 is 3.9 pc. At t0 we stop the
injection of further SNe and choose six different cuboid-like
regions in which MCs are about to form. The six clouds –
henceforth denoted as MC1 to MC6 – have partly different
t0 (see Table 1). Beginning at t0, we continue the simulation
for another 1.5 Myr over which we progressively increase the
spatial resolution in these regions from 3.9 pc to 0.12 pc (see
Table 2 in Seifried et al. 2017), refining based on the Jeans
length and variations in the gas density. In the surroundings
we keep the lower resolution of 3.9 pc. Afterwards we con-
tinue the simulations with the highest resolution of 0.12 pc
in the zoom-in regions.
2.4 POLARIS and radiative transfer
The radiative transfer (RT) calculations are performed with
the freely available RT code POLARIS2 (Reissl et al. 2016,
2019). POLARIS is a 3D line and dust continuum Monte-
Carlo code allowing to solve the RT problem including dust
polarization, which we have already successfully applied be-
fore (Reissl et al. 2017; Seifried et al. 2019).
We apply the radiative torque (RAT) alignment theory
(Dolginov & Mitrofanov 1976; Draine & Weingartner 1996,
2 http://www1.astrophysik.uni-kiel.de/∼polaris
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Table 1. Overview of the simulations giving the run name, the
initial magnetic field strength and Alfve´nic Mach number, and the
highest resolution reached. In addition we list the reference time
t0 to which the times used throughout the paper refer. For the
SILCC-Zoom simulations this corresponds to the time at which
we start to zoom-in.
run Bx,0 MA t0 dxmin
(µG) (Myr) (pc)
CF-B1.25 1.25 4.0 16.0 0.008
CF-B2.5 2.5 2.5 16.0 0.008
CF-B5 5.0 1.2 16.0 0.008
CF-B7.5 7.5 0.8 16.0 0.008
CF-B10 10 0.6 16.0 0.008
SILCC-MC1 3.0 1.8 16.0 0.12
SILCC-MC2 3.0 1.8 16.0 0.12
SILCC-MC3 3.0 1.8 16.0 0.12
SILCC-MC4 3.0 1.8 11.6 0.12
SILCC-MC5 3.0 1.8 11.6 0.12
SILCC-MC6 3.0 1.8 16.0 0.12
1997; Bethell et al. 2007; Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Hoang &
Lazarian 2008; Andersson et al. 2015). In short, using RAT,
POLARIS determines the Stokes parameters by calculating
the size-dependent alignment of dust grains with the mag-
netic field. The dust temperature is provided by the MHD
simulations. Dust grains smaller than the threshold size aalig
are not aligned with the magnetic field as the spinning-up
due to the incident radiation is smaller than the randomizing
effect of collisions with gas particles. The upper threshold,
up to which grains are still aligned, is given by the Larmor
limit, al , which is typically of the order of, or larger, than
the maximum grain size assumed here (see below). We use
the ISRF of Mathis et al. (1977) scaled up by a factor of
1.47 such that its strength corresponds to that determined
by Draine (1978).
As we focus on MCs in a Galactic environment, we ap-
ply a dust model consisting of 37.5% graphite and 62.5%
amorphous silicate grains (Mathis et al. 1977). The dust
density is obtained from the gas density assuming a spa-
tially constant dust-to-gas mass ratio of 1%. We assume a
grain size distribution of n(a) ∝ a−3.5 with the canonical val-
ues of the lower and upper cut-off radius of amin = 5 nm
and amax = 2 µm, respectively, the latter accounting for a
moderate grain growth in the dense ISM. The shape of a
single dust grain is fractal in nature. However, we apply an
oblate shape with an aspect ratio of s = 0.5, a valid approxi-
mation for an averaged ensemble of dust grains (Hildebrand
et al. 1995; Draine & Hensley 2017). We pre-calculate indi-
vidual cross sections for 160 size bins and 104 wavelength
bins (see Reissl et al. 2017, for details) with the scattering
code DDSCAT (Draine & Flatau 2013). Optical properties
of the different materials are taken from tabulated data of
Lee & Draine (1985) and Laor & Draine (1993).
Here, we focus on RT calculations for a wavelength of
λ = 1.3 mm, which is close to the wavelength of the CO(1-
0) transition. We emphasise that choosing e.g. λ around 850
µm as in the Planck observations would give qualitatively
and quantitatively very similar results, as the polarization
maps show only very little difference of the order of 1◦ for
the various wavelengths (Seifried et al. 2019). The spatial
resolution is identical to the highest resolution of the corre-
sponding MHD simulation, i.e. 0.008 pc for the CF runs and
0.12 pc for the SILCC-Zoom runs.
From the RT calculations we obtain the Stokes param-
eters I, Q, and U, where I is the total intensity, and Q and
U quantify the linear polarization of the observed radiation
(see Reissl et al. 2016, 2019, for details). The polarization
angle, φPol, is calculated as
φPol =
1
2
arctan(U,Q) (5)
and the polarization degree is given by
p =
√
Q2 +U2
I
. (6)
2.5 The Projected Rayleigh Statistic
The Projected Rayleigh Statistics (PRS) was first applied
to astrophysical problems by Jow et al. (2018). As discussed
there, the PRS tests whether in 2D for a set of n indepen-
dent angles θi in the range [0, 2pi] the angles are uniformly
distributed by calculating
Z =
(Σn
i
cosθi)2 + (Σni sinθi)2
n
. (7)
This equation is identical to a random walk in 2D with Z
being the displacement from the origin if steps of unit length
in the direction of θi are taken.
In order to test the relative orientation of the magnetic
field direction and density structures, we take θ = 2 φ, where
φ is the relative orientation angle between the plane-of-sky
projected magnetic field BPOS, inferred from the polariza-
tion direction by rotating it by 90◦, and the tangent to the
column density (N) isocontour (Soler et al. 2017). This is
equivalent to the angle between the observed polarization di-
rection E and the gradient of the column density, ∇N, which
allows us to calculate the angle as
φ = arctan (|∇N × E|,∇N · E) . (8)
We correct for a possible oversampling of our data by
checking against 100 realizations of a randomly distributed
∇N map as discussed in detail in Fissel et al. (2019, see their
Eqs. 11 and 12). This takes into account that in our synthetic
dust polarization maps neighbouring pixels (in particular in
the less resolved, lower-density regimes) are not statistically
independent. This effectively reduces the total number of
pixels from n to nind where nind (< n) is the number of inde-
pendent data samples.
As shown by Jow et al. (2018), the PRS denoted with
the symbol Zx can be used to test whether a preferred par-
allel or perpendicular orientation is present:
Zx =
Σ
nind
i
cosθi√
nind/2
. (9)
If the observed magnetic field BPOS is parallel to the iso-N
contour, then cosθi = 1; if the two directions are perpen-
dicular, then cosθi = -1. Hence, measurements of Zx  0
indicate preferentially parallel orientation, whereas Zx  0
indicates magnetic fields perpendicular to the N isocontours.
For Zx ' 0, no preferred direction is present. Finally, in or-
der to test the statistical significance of the orientation, we
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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compare Zx against its variance (Jow et al. 2018)
σ2Zx =
2Σnind
i
(cosθi)2 − (Zx)2
nind
. (10)
3 RESULTS OF THE CF SIMULATIONS
For the CF simulations we focus on the results from
t0 = 16 Myr onwards. By inspecting the simulations, this is
the time when sufficient mass (∼ 104 M) has accumulated
at the collision interface and gravitational collapse accom-
panied by the formation of dense molecular gas sets in. We
note that throughout the paper we refer to the time elapsed
since t0 as tevol = t - t0. We note that we first investigate the
relative orientation between the observed magnetic field and
the column density (Section 3.1), and then link its result to
the underlying 3D structure (Section 3.2).
In Fig. 1 we show the time evolution of the column
density of the five CF runs from tevol = 0 – 3 Myr. For
all runs the accumulation of mass in the central region can
be observed. For the runs with the highest magnetic field
strengths, CF-B7.5 and CF-B10, the dense regions appear
to contract along the x-direction and are confined to ∼ ±5
pc around x = 0. For the remaining runs this contraction
is less clear. In particular for the low magnetic field runs
the collision region remains rather widespread with a typi-
cal extent of 15 – 20 pc. This indicates that for CF-B7.5 and
CF-B10 the magnetic field is strong enough to guide the gas
streams, to promote a collapse along its original direction,
and to prevent structure formation by turbulent motions
perpendicular to it. For the remaining runs the gas is able
to form significant structures also perpendicular to the orig-
inal field direction. For a more detailed discussion on the
dynamical and chemical evolution of the clouds we refer to
Weis et al. (in prep.).
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show the map of the po-
larization degree and direction for run CF-B5 at tevol = 3
Myr. In the collision region (parallel to the x-y-plane) the
polarization degree is typically of a few 1 to 10%. Only in
the inflowing low-column density medium, where the field is
still well ordered and resembles the initial setup, high po-
larization degrees (≥ 25%) are obtained. We note, however,
that these would probably not be accessible in actual ob-
servations due to a low signal-to-noise ratio (Seifried et al.
2019). Qualitatively similar results are also found for the
other runs and times, although the drop in polarization de-
gree in the collision region for the runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10
is less pronounced.
3.1 2D: The relative orientation between the
observed magnetic field and ∇N
In Fig. 3 we show the PRS, Zx , inferred from the polariza-
tion maps (Fig. 2) of the five CF runs for three lines-of-sights
(LOS) as a function of time, i.e. for the same snapshots as
shown in Fig. 1. For this purpose, we use the freely available
tool magnetar3. Before evaluating the PRS, we smooth the
polarization and column density maps with a Gaussian ker-
nel with a size of 5 pixels, in order to average over regions in
3 https://github.com/solerjuan/magnetar
which the resolution of the MHD simulation was lower than
the pixel size of 0.008 pc used in the polarization maps.
The most striking feature is that a preferentially per-
pendicular orientation of magnetic fields and column density
structures (Zx < 0) is only obtained for the runs with fields
strengths Bx,0 ≥ 5 µG, although for run CF-B5 the relative
orientation shows partly no preferred direction within the
uncertainty. For the runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10 the config-
uration flips from a parallel to a perpendicular configura-
tion around column densities of Ntrans ' 1021−21.5 cm−2. This
value is at the lower end of the distribution seen in recent ob-
servations (Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016; Jow et al.
2018; Soler et al. 2017; Soler 2019). Moreover, the value of
Ntrans agrees very well with the value of Crutcher (2012), at
which the transition from a sub- to a supercritical magnetic
field in the ISM occurs.
Interestingly, for the runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10 we find
a clear time evolution, which is not the case for the other
runs. As time progresses the relative orientation becomes
increasingly more perpendicular for high column densities.
Also the values of Ntrans decreases over time. In addition, by
comparing the runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10, we find that the
transition from parallel to perpendicular orientation appears
to occur at lower column densities for higher magnetic field
strengths. Some of the curves are even located completely
below Zx = 0 (see e.g. Fig. A.2 in Soler et al. 2017, for an
observational counterpart).
For the runs CF-B1.25 and CF-B2.5, the PRS shows a
preferentially parallel orientation for the y- and z-direction,
whereas for the projection along the x-direction, i.e. along
the original field direction, there is no preferred direction of
the magnetic field recognisable. For this latter projection,
we partly see an increase of Zx with increasing column den-
sity for run CF-B1.25. We attribute this to the fact that for
the lower column densities (corresponding to the inflowing
material) the orientation is random, whereas for the highest
column densities, i.e. the collision interface, a parallel orien-
tation, similar to the other the directions, tries to establish.
Overall, however, we do no see a clear time evolution for the
low-magnetic field runs.
3.1.1 Link to the column density
The general shape of the PRS can be directly linked to the
evolution of the column density (Fig. 1): For the low mag-
netic field runs, the column density structure remains rather
unchanged over time and shows elongated structures along
the x-direction. Consequently, as the magnetic field is mainly
along the x-direction, for both the y- and z-projection (red
and blue curves in Fig. 3) the PRS indicates a rather parallel
field-density configuration.
For the higher magnetic field runs, however, the column
density structure is more confined to the collision interface
around x = 0 and thus shows an overall elongated structure
along the y- and z-direction. Together with a magnetic field
along the x-direction, this results in a perpendicular config-
uration. In addition, the observed contraction of the struc-
tures along the x-direction and the increase in the maximum
column density over time is also visible in the PRS: the more
contracted, the clearer the perpendicular orientation.
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Figure 1. Time evolution (from left to right) of the column density of the CF runs with increasing magnetic field strength (from top
to bottom). The higher the magnetic field strength, the more confined is the cloud to the collision interface around x = 0. In addition,
stronger magnetic fields suppress structure formation perpendicular to the original field direction. Note that the panels only show the
central part of the simulation domain.
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Figure 2. Synthetic polarization maps obtained with POLARIS of run CF-B5 (left) and SILCC-MC1 (right) at tevol = 3 Myr. The figure
shows the polarization degree from 3 orthogonal directions (colour coded) and the polarization direction rotated by 90◦ (black bars) to
view the inferred magnetic direction.
3.2 3D: The relative orientation of the magnetic
field and n
In order to relate the results found for the 2D polarization
maps to the actual conditions in the clouds, we next inves-
tigate the relative orientation of the magnetic field and the
number density n in 3D. For this purpose we consider the
relative orientation angle between the (3D) magnetic field
and the gradient of the density, ϕ = ](B,∇n) (in contrast to
φ used for the PRS in 2D, which gives the angle between the
projected magnetic field and the isocontour of the column
density). With this we obtain
cos ϕ =
∇n · B
|∇n| |B| . (11)
Note that both cos ϕ = 1 and cos ϕ = -1 indicate a perpendic-
ular relative orientation and cos ϕ = 0 a parallel orientation.
Following Soler et al. (2013) we next define the parameter
ζ =
Ac − Ae
Ac + Ae
, (12)
where Ac is the volume, i.e. all cells, in a given density in-
terval for which |cos ϕ| < 0.25 and Ae the volume for which
|cos ϕ| > 0.75. As for the PRS in 2D, in 3D ζ > 0 describes
a parallel orientation of the magnetic field with respect to
the density gradient and ζ < 0 a perpendicular orientation.
In Fig. 4 we show the dependence of ζ on the num-
ber density for tevol = 2 Myr. Overall, the results of the 3D
analysis match those of the 2D analysis (Fig. 3). Only for
the highly magnetised runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10, ζ reaches
negative values at high densities (ntrans ' 103 cm−3), indi-
cating a perpendicular orientation of the magnetic field and
the densest structures. For the other runs, ζ stays above
zero in agreement with the parallel and random orientation
found in the 2D polarization maps. We note that Chen et al.
(2016), who study the ISM in a very small box of 1 pc3,
suggest that ζ drops below zero once the turbulence be-
comes super-Alfve´nic. Our analysis, however, reveals that ζ
becomes negative only for MA  1 (not shown) in agreement
with the findings of Soler & Hennebelle (2017, see their fig-
ure 6). Furthermore, the initial values of MA (Table 1) show
super-alfve´nic motions for the runs with a parallel relative
orientation and vice versa.
3.2.1 Comparison with Soler & Hennebelle (2017)
In order to investigate the origin of the relative orientation
of magnetic fields and density structures in 3D, we apply the
theory developed by Soler & Hennebelle (2017) to our data,
which starts from the continuity equation
∂logρ
∂t
= −∂ivi . (13)
Here, vi is the i-th component of the gas velocity and ∂i =
∂/∂xi and we use Einstein’s sum convention. The authors
derive an evolution equation for cos ϕ which reads:
d(cos ϕ)
dt
= C + [A1 + A23] cos ϕ (14)
using the definitions
C ≡ − ∂i(∂jvj )(RkRk )1/2
bi , (15)
A1 ≡
∂i(∂jvj )
(RkRk )1/2
ri , (16)
and
A23 ≡ ∂ivj
[
rirj − bibj
]
. (17)
Here, bi and ri are the components of the unity vector point-
ing in the direction of the magnetic field and of Ri ≡ ∂i log ρ,
i.e.
bi ≡ Bi(BkBk )1/2
=
Bi
|B| and ri ≡
Ri
(RkRk )1/2
=
Ri
|R| . (18)
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Figure 3. Time evolution (from left to right) of the PRS, Zx , of the CF runs with increasing magnetic field strength (from top to
bottom) for three different LOS. A preferentially perpendicular orientation (Zx < 0) at high column densities is only present for runs
with field strength ≥ 5 µG. In addition, for these runs the perpendicular orientation becomes more pronounced at later times. For the
weak field runs, the magnetic field remains mostly parallel to the density structures or shows no preferred direction.
We now calculate A1, A23, their sum and C for the CF
runs at tevol = 2 Myr from the 3D simulation data and show
the results in Fig. 5. We find that the mean values (thick
lines with dots) of C are around 0.1 Myr−1, which is about
a factor of 10 smaller than the typical mean values of A1
and A23, which are of the order of a few 1 Myr−1. For this
reason, for the moment we neglect C in our consideration and
focus on the interpretation of the mean values only (but see
also Section 4.2 and Appendix A). The variables A1 and A23
show both negative and positive mean values with absolute
values up to ∼ 10 Myr−1 which overall tend to increase with
increasing magnetic field strength.
For the runs CF-B1.25 and CF-B2.5 (black and blue
curves), 〈A1〉 is close to zero with typical values around a
few ± 0.1 Myr−1, whereas 〈A23〉 remains negative with val-
ues around a few times -1 Myr−1. Hence, according to Eq. 14,
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Figure 4.Dependence of ζ on the number density for the CF runs
at tevol = 2 Myr. Only for the highly magnetised runs CF-B7.5
and CF-B10, negative values, indicating a perpendicular orienta-
tion of the magnetic field and the densest structures, are reached.
This matches well the results of the 2D analysis (Fig. 3).
cos ϕ tends towards zero, i.e. a preferentially parallel ori-
entation of the magnetic field and the density structures,
which is in excellent agreement with our findings shown in
the Fig.’s 3 and 4 (Zx > 0 and ζ > 0).
For run CF-B5 (red curves), 〈A1〉 is mostly positive with
values around a few 1 Myr−1, which – at lower densities –
is balanced by negative values of 〈A23〉. However, in partic-
ular towards higher densities the average sum of A1 and A23
reaches positives values, i.e. cos ϕ → ±1 (Eq. 11), indicating
a tendency of perpendicular orientation as is indeed the case
at tevol ≥ 2 Myr (Fig. 3).
For the runs CF-B7.5 and CF-B10 (green and cyan
curves), 〈A1〉 and 〈A23〉 reach larger values than for the other
runs. At low densities 〈A1 + A23〉 is dominated by the nega-
tive values of 〈A23〉 of ∼ -10 Myr−1. Towards higher densities,
however, 〈A23〉 tends towards zero or even slightly positive
values, which, in combination with 〈A1〉 ∼ a few 1 Myr−1
leads to cos ϕ → ±1. This is in agreement with the clear
perpendicular relative orientation of the magnetic field and
the density shown in the two bottom rows of the Fig.’s 3
and 4 (Zx < 0 and ζ < 0).
In summary, the observed relative orientation in 2D and
3D can be well explained by 〈A1 + A23〉, where both A1 and
A23 appear to contribute in a comparable manner. The mean
value of C is smaller by a factor of ∼ 10 – 100 and thus less
likely to contribute. The 1σ interval (thin lines in Fig. 5),
however, is well comparable to that of A1 and A23. We em-
phasise that such a wide distribution of C can also contribute
to a preferentially perpendicular orientation (see Section 4.2
and Appendix A), even if A1 and A23 are on average slightly
negative. Furthermore, the importance of A23 is in agree-
ment with the findings of Soler & Hennebelle (2017). As ex-
plained by the authors, A23 describes the complex interplay
of compressive velocity modes and the magnetic field (see
their sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3). However, contrary to Soler &
Hennebelle (2017), where 〈A1〉 and 〈C〉 are about 104 times
smaller than 〈A23〉 and thus negligible, here we find that 〈A1〉
also contributes significantly and that 〈C〉 is smaller by a fac-
tor of ∼ 10 – 100 only. We speculate that these differences
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Figure 5. Density dependence of A1, A23, A1 + A23 and C (from
top to bottom) for the five CF runs at tevol = 2 Myr. The thick
lines with dots show the mean value for a given density, the thin
lines the 1σ interval. Overall, the observed relative orientation
in Fig. 3 can be explained by the sum of A1 and A23: a positive
sum results in perpendicular orientation (ζ < 0 and Zx < 0), a
negative sum in parallel orientation (ζ > 0 and Zx > 0). Note,
however, that also the large spread of e.g. C can contribute to a
perpendicular orientation (Appendix A).
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might be due to the different physical setup the authors use,
which is why we do not follow this further here.
4 RESULTS OF THE SILCC-ZOOM
SIMULATIONS
Similar to the CF simulations, the times given in the fol-
lowing refer to the time elapsed since the start of the zoom-
in procedure at t0 (see Table 1), tevol = t - t0. As stated in
Section 2.3, the initial magnetic field strength of the SILCC-
Zoom simulations is Bx,0 = 3 µG, which is slightly below the
threshold value of ∼ 5 µG for which a change in the relative
orientation occurred in the CF simulations (see the Fig.’s 3
and 4). As for the CF simulation we first consider the results
in 2D.
In Fig. 6 we show the column density for the 6 SILCC-
Zoom simulations. The simulations show only small changes
of the PRS over time, which is why we here consider only the
situation at tevol = 3 Myr. However, as the results strongly
dependent on the chosen LOS, we show the column den-
sity projected from all three sides. The clouds show a pro-
nounced filamentary structure which is partly shaped by
the SNe going off prior to t0. The mass of the gas with n
≥ 100 cm−3 of the clouds at this time ranges from about
6×103 M (SILCC-MC3) to 56×103 M (SILCC-MC4) (see
Fig. 1 in Seifried et al. 2019), thus covering the typical range
for Galactic MCs (e.g. Larson 1981; Solomon et al. 1987;
Elmegreen & Falgarone 1996; Heyer et al. 2001; Roman-
Duval et al. 2010; Miville-Deschenes et al. 2017).
In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show the polarization
degree and direction of run SILCC-MC1. The polarization
degree reaches values up to a few 10% and the polarization
pattern indicates a complex magnetic field structure as ex-
pected for such a turbulent environment (see also Seifried
et al. 2019, for more details on the accuracy of the ob-
served polarization degree and structure). The other runs
(not shown here) show qualitatively similar results in partic-
ular with respect to the complex pattern of the polarization
degree and the structure of the inferred magnetic field.
4.1 2D: The relative orientation between the
observed magnetic field and ∇N
In Fig. 7 we show the PRS, Zx , of the six SILCC-Zoom
runs for the three LOS at tevol = 3 Myr, i.e. for the same
snapshots as shown in Fig. 6. The polarization and column
density maps were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a
size of 3 pixels before the calculation.
The first thing to notice is the large variety in the shapes
of the PRS. The curves show significant qualitative differ-
ences between both different clouds and between different
LOS for individual clouds. Overall, it appears that there is
a weak trend of decreasing Zx with increasing N. However,
in a number of cases, Zx does not reach negative values or
is – within the given uncertainty σZx – in agreement with
a random orientation, i.e. Zx = 0. In addition, some of the
curves show Zx ≤ 0 in a narrow range of column densities,
before Zx increases again and then drops towards ≤ 0 at the
highest column densities (e.g. the x-direction of SILCC-MC2
and the y-direction of SILCC-MC3 and SILCC-MC6).
For some cases (e.g. the y-direction of SILCC-MC2,
the x- and y-direction of SILCC-MC4 and the y-direction
of SILCC-MC6) the PRS reaches negative values at
Ntrans ' 1021−21.5 cm−2 and decreases towards higher N, but
finally increases again towards zero for the highest column
densities. Interestingly, this value of Ntrans is comparable to
that of the CF simulations (see Fig. 3) and that of actual
observations (Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016; Jow
et al. 2018; Soler et al. 2017; Soler 2019). Moreover, it also
agrees with that for the transition from sub- to supercritical
magnetic fields in the ISM (Crutcher 2012).
The trend of random orientation towards the highest
column densities is also seen in parts for the CF runs (Fig. 3).
There are three possible explanations for this change from a
preferentially perpendicular to a random orientation at very
high N: first, on the grid scale, the magnetic field structure
is not resolved accurately any more due to numerical dissi-
pation/reconnection, thus slightly decoupling from the den-
sity and possibly leading to a rather random configuration.
This is supported by the fact that the final increase of Zx
appears to happen at lower N for the lower-resolved SILCC-
Zoom simulations (0.12 pc) than for the higher resolved CF
simulations (0.008 pc). On the other hand, there are also
actual observations, which partly show an increase of Zx to-
wards the highest column densities (Soler et al. 2017; Soler
2019, and Pillai et al., in prep.), which would indicate that
the observed increase of Zx is not due to a limited resolu-
tion. Thirdly, also projection effects occurring on very small
scales, i.e. high densities, might contribute to an apparent
random orientation (see below).
4.2 3D: The relative orientation of the magnetic
field and n
The question arises why, for a fixed initial magnetic field
strength, the different SILCC-Zoom simulations show such
varying PRS. In order to investigate this, we analyse the
orientation of the magnetic field and density structures in 3D
(Fig. 8). Interestingly, except for run SILCC-MC2, we find a
clear trend of decreasing ζ with increasing density, reaching
negative values around ntrans ∼ 102±0.5 cm−3. Hence, in 3D
the magnetic field shows a perpendicular orientation with
respect to the dense structures, which is not clearly visible
in the 2D polarization maps (Fig. 7).
This strongly indicates that projection effects can sig-
nificantly influence – and thus complicate – the analysis of
the relative orientation in 2D: Observing parallel or random
orientations of magnetic fields and column density struc-
tures (Zx > 0) does not exclude the possibility that in 3D
the magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the densest
structures (ζ < 0). Such projection effects were also reported
recently by Girichidis et al. (submitted).
4.2.1 Comparison with Soler & Hennebelle (2017)
Finally, in Fig. 9 we also analyse the values of C and A1 + A23
in the different zoom-in regions. Except for the run SILCC-
MC4, the mean of A1 + A23 is always slightly negative (∼
a few -1 Myr−1) with a typical spread of ∼ 5 Myr−1. The
individual values of A1 and A23 are comparable in size (not
shown here). The values of C are on average close to zero
except at very high densities and their standard deviation is
comparable to that of A1 + A23.
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Figure 6. Overview of the six different SILCC-Zoom simulations SILCC-MC1 to SILCC-MC6 (from top left to bottom right) at tevol =
3 Myr showing the column density projected from all three sides around the center of the corresponding zoom-in region.
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Figure 7. PRS, Zx , of the six SILCC-Zoom simulations at tevol = 3 Myr for three different LOS. Overall, there is a large variety of
shapes in agreement with the moderate field strength of 3 µG. On average, there appears to be a slight trend of decreasing Zx with
increasing N . Note the different ordinate scalings.
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n is in apparent contrast to the 2D analysis (Fig. 7) indicating
projection effects which might complicate the analysis in 2D.
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Figure 9. Density dependence of A1 + A23 and C for the six
SILCC-Zoom runs at tevol = 3 Myr. The thick lines with dots
show the mean value for a given density, the thin lines the 1σ
interval. Overall, the width of the distribution is somewhat less
than for the CF runs and the values of A1 + A23 do not show a
clear trend.
On first view the analysis does therefore not present a
clear explanation for the observed trend of ζ (Fig. 8). How-
ever, as we show in detail in a semi-analytical analysis of
Eq. 14 in Appendix A, a wide distribution of A1 + A23 and
C around slightly negative mean values can still result in a
preferentially perpendicular orientation. Hence, the results
of Fig. 9 can explain the actual orientation of magnetic fields
and density structures shown in Fig. 8. We note that de-
creasing the width of the distribution or further lowering
the mean value increases the probability to find a parallel
orientation.
5 WHAT AFFECTS THE PRS?
5.1 Projection effects
As discussed in Section 4.2, the observed (2D) magnetic field
configuration does not necessarily match the actually 3D
morphology in the cloud. In fact, the large variety of PRS
shapes for the SILCC-Zoom simulations (Fig. 7) agrees well
with recent observations of various MCs (Planck Collabo-
ration Int. XXXV 2016; Soler et al. 2017; Soler 2019; Jow
et al. 2018; Fissel et al. 2019). A compilation of the results
of these papers shows that for observed Galactic clouds the
full spectrum of PRS shapes found in our simulations is re-
covered: PRS curves which show (i) local minima, (ii) an
increase towards the highest N, (iii) and random or perpen-
dicular orientation over the entire column density range. In
the context of the results presented here, the clouds in these
observations might still have a preferentially perpendicular
orientation of the magnetic field and density structures in
3D, though not observed in 2D due to projection effects.
This could in particular explain observations of Soler et al.
(2017) and Soler (2019), which report significant variations
in the PRS when considering different sub-regions of the
same molecular cloud complex.
Finally, we note that radiative transfer effects and im-
perfect dust alignment are unlikely to contribute signifi-
cantly to these projection effects: As we have shown in
Seifried et al. (2019), the observed magnetic field traces well
the mass-weighted, LOS-integrated magnetic field. To fur-
ther support this, we also calculated the PRS using this
mass-weighted, LOS-integrated magnetic field instead of
that inferred from the polarization maps. We find that the
these PRS do not differ significantly from those shown in
Fig.7.
5.2 A critical magnetic field strength
Overall, our findings of a change from a parallel to a perpen-
dicular orientation of magnetic fields with respect to dense
structures with increasing field strength is in good agree-
ment with previous theoretical works (e.g. Heitsch et al.
2001a; Ostriker et al. 2001; Li & Nakamura 2004; Naka-
mura & Li 2008; Collins et al. 2011; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
2011; Hennebelle 2013; Soler et al. 2013; Chen & Ostriker
2015; Li et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016; Zamora-Avile´s et al.
2017; Mocz & Burkhart 2018). As pointed out by Soler &
Hennebelle (2017), this change of relative orientation is an
indicator of compressive motions, i.e. ∇v < 0 coupled with a
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dynamically important magnetic field. The compressive mo-
tions could be created either by converging flows or gravita-
tional collapse. As indicated in the Fig.’s 1 and 3, a stronger
magnetic field results in (i) more guided motions towards the
central collision interface, (ii) suppressing turbulent motions
perpendicular to it, (iii) a stronger gravitation collapse and
(iii) consequently a more pronounced perpendicular relative
orientation between magnetic fields and the density struc-
tures, in good agreement with other theoretical works (Soler
et al. 2013; Soler & Hennebelle 2017; Chen et al. 2016, and
Girichidis et al. (submitted)).
For the CF runs we find a critical field strength of
∼ 5 µG above which we observe a flip in field orientation.
The SILCC-Zoom simulations have an initial magnetic field
strength of 3 µG, which is close to this critical value. As
demonstrated in Section 4.2, the observed trend of ζ in
the SILCC-Zoom runs supports the idea of a critical field
strength of 3 – 5 µG, above which a perpendicular orienta-
tion develops.
Interestingly, this value of the initial magnetic field
strength is close to the Galactic field strength of about 6 µG
in the solar neighbourhood (e.g. Troland & Heiles 1986;
Heiles & Troland 2005; Beck & Wielebinski 2013). It is there-
fore not surprising that – also due to possible projection
effects – recently observed Galactic MCs (Planck Collabo-
ration Int. XXXV 2016; Soler et al. 2017; Jow et al. 2018;
Fissel et al. 2019) show a similar variety of PRS shapes as
the SILCC-Zoom clouds, which have (almost) comparable
field strengths.
5.3 The mass-to-flux ratio
As compressive motions during the (later) evolution of MCs
are created by gravitational collapse, it appears intuitive to
relate the shape of the PRS to the mass-to-flux ratio, which
combines the magnetic field strength and gravity in a single
parameter. The mass-to-flux ratio is defined as (Mouschovias
& Spitzer 1976)
µ =
M
Φ
·
(
M
Φ
)−1
crit
=
M
B · A ·
(
0.13√
G
)−1
, (19)
where G is the gravitational constant, A and M the area and
mass of the cloud, and Φ = B · A the magnetic flux through
it.
For the CF runs we can estimate µ analytically from
the initial velocity, density and magnetic field strength of
the inflowing gas (see Section 2.2) as
µCF =
2×
(
(32 pc)2×13.6 km s−1×1.67×10−24g cm−1
)
× t
(32 pc)2Bx,0 ·
(
0.13√
G
)−1
= 2.85 ×
(
t
10Myr
) (
Bx,0
1µG
)−1
, (20)
where the factor of 2 in the nominator accounts for inflow
from two sides. Around t = 16 Myr (tevol = 0), i.e. once
the gravitational run-away collapse sets in, µ for run CF-
5, i.e. the critical field strength of Bx,0 = 5 µG, is around
0.9. It is thus very close to the critical mass-to-flux ratio
of µcrit = 1. Below this critical value, gravitational collapse
is hampered perpendicular to the magnetic field, whereas
along the field it continues unhindered. As stated before,
this is in agreement with our simulation results where, for
the strong field (low µ) cases, the gas appears to be guided
along the initial field (x-direction) resulting in an accelerated
collapse (Fig. 1 and Girichidis et al. (submitted)).
Next, we estimate µ for the various SILCC-Zoom sim-
ulations. For this purpose we determine the mean magnetic
field, 〈B〉, and total mass M in a cuboid with a side-length
of 125 pc around the center of the zoom-in region at tevol =
3 Myr. We then approximate the mass-to-flux ratio as
µSILCC =
(
M
| 〈B〉 | × 125 pc2
)
·
(
0.13√
G
)−1
. (21)
We find values of µSILCC from 1.4 to 2.8, i.e. again close
to the critical value of 1. Hence, also for the SILCC-Zoom
simulations we expect a flip from parallel to perpendicular
orientation to occur matching the results shown in Section 4.
We note that 〈B〉 at tevol = 3 Myr still points preferentially
along the initial direction (x-direction) and its absolute value
(not that of B2 though) is close to the initial strength of
3 µG.
Moreover, as stated before, the column density of
Ntrans ' 1021−21.5 cm−2, where the transition from parallel to
perpendicular orientation occurs in the PRS (Fig.’s 3 and 7),
agrees well with the transition point from sub- to supersonic
magnetic fields in the ISM (Crutcher 2012), which further
supports the idea of a connection between both transitions.
To summarise, we argue that an observed perpendicular
orientation of magnetic fields and column density structures
indicates a mass-to-flux ratio of µ . 1, i.e. very weak mag-
netic fields can be excluded. Contrary, a parallel orientation
indicates µ & 1, excluding the presence of a very strong mag-
netic field. However, in particular around µ ' 1, projection
effects might cause the observed relative orientation to be
parallel despite the actual, 3D orientation being perpendic-
ular (Section 4). This limits the PRS analysis to an exclusion
of a certain range of field strengths. It does, however, not al-
low a robust determination of µ and thus the strength of
B.
5.4 The column density distribution
Finally, it was suggested by Soler et al. (2017) that the shape
of the PRS might be linked to the probability distribution
function (PDF) of the column density. In order to check this
in the context of our work, we consider the PDFs of the
various SILCC-Zoom simulations at tevol = 3 Myr (Fig. 10).
The PDFs show the expected, gravity-driven power-law
behaviour at high N (e.g. Kainulainen et al. 2009; Kritsuk
et al. 2011; Girichidis et al. 2014; Schneider et al. 2015; Au-
ddy et al. 2018). However, for a given run there are only
marginal differences in the PDFs at N & 1020 cm−2 when
considering a different LOS, with the only exception being
the run SILCC-MC5. This already indicates that the column
density PDF is not related to the shape of the PRS as e.g.
for MC1 the PRS along the z-direction differs significantly
from those of the other two directions, whereas the log(N)-
PDFs do not show clear variations. Also a comparison of
the PDFs of all runs with the corresponding shapes of the
PRS does not reveal a coherent picture: The power-law slope
of the column density PDF for the different runs is around
-2 ± 0.5. There is, however, no recognisable correlation of
the steepness of the slope with the shape of the PRS, i.e.
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Figure 10. Column density PDF of the different SILCC-Zoom simulations at tevol = 3 Myr. Overall, the PDFs are relatively similar,
which can thus not explain the large variety of shapes of the PRS (compare to Fig. 7). In order to guide the reader’s eye, we show a line
with a power-law slope of -2 (green dashed line).
a higher (or shallower) slope does not result in a particular
shape of the PRS (compare to Fig. 7).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We present synthetic dust polarization maps of two sets
of molecular cloud (MC) formation simulations, collid-
ing flow (CF) simulations and simulations of the SILCC-
Zoom project, which models MCs forming from the dif-
fuse, supernova-driven ISM on scales of several 100 pc. The
MHD simulations make use of a chemical network and self-
consistently calculate the dust temperature by taking into
account radiative shielding.
The dust polarization maps are calculated with the
freely available code POLARIS (Reissl et al. 2016, 2019),
which includes a self-consistent treatment of the alignment
efficiencies of dust grains with variable sizes. We use ra-
diative torque alignment and present synthetic polarization
observations at a wavelength of 1.3 mm. We investigate the
simulations concerning the relative orientation of the mag-
netic field and the density (n) structures in 3D and the col-
umn density (N) structures in 2D. For the latter we apply
the Projected Rayleigh Statistics (PRS) introduced by Jow
et al. (2018). In the following we summarise our main results:
• We investigate several CF simulations with increasing
magnetic field strength. For these, the analyses of the (ob-
served) relative orientation of the magnetic field in 3D and
2D agree with each other: For magnetic field strengths below
∼ 5 µG, the field has a parallel or random orientation with
respect to the n- and N-structures over the entire range of
values.
• Only for CF runs with strong magnetic fields (& 5 µG)
a flip from parallel orientation at low values of n and N to
perpendicular orientation at high values of n and N occurs.
The flip in 3D occurs at ntrans ' 103 cm−3 and in 2D at Ntrans
= 1021−21.5 cm−2.
• The SILCC-Zoom simulations all have an initial field
strength of 3 µG and show a flip to a preferentially per-
pendicular orientation of the magnetic field and filamentary
sub-structures at densities ntrans ' 102±0.5 cm−3.
• Based on our results, we suggest that the flip in mag-
netic field orientation occurs if the cloud’s mass-to-flux ra-
tio, µ, is close to or below the critical value of 1. For typical
MCs this corresponds to a magnetic field strength around
3 – 5 µG, which roughly agrees with the strength of the mag-
netic field in our Galaxy.
• However, our results clearly demonstrates that projec-
tion effects can strongly influence the results of the PRS
analysis (in 2D), thus reducing its power to determine the
relative orientation of the magnetic field: the observed PRS
of the SILCC-Zoom simulations show significant variations
among the different runs and different LOS. In case a flip
in orientation is present, it typically occurs around Ntrans
' 1021−21.5 cm−2, but often the column density-based PRS
does not show any flip at all.
• These projection effects can also explain the ob-
served variety in the shape of the PRS, i.e. the magnetic
field orientation, of recent observations (Planck Collabora-
tion Int. XXXV 2016; Soler et al. 2017; Soler 2019; Jow et al.
2018; Fissel et al. 2019): even if in 3D the relative orientation
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is preferentially perpendicular, in 2D the postulated flip to
a perpendicular orientation at high N might not always be
observable. They can also explain the different results ob-
tained for different subregions of an individual MC, e.g. of
the Vela C molecular cloud region (Soler et al. 2017, but see
also Soler 2019).
• The column density of ∼1021−21.5 cm−2 at which the flip
from parallel to perpendicular orientation occurs, agrees well
with the transition point from sub- to supercritical magnetic
fields in the ISM (Crutcher 2012). This further supports the
proposed idea of a connection between both transitions.
• We find that the quantities (C, A1 and A23), which gov-
ern the evolution of the relative orientation in the analytical
theory of Soler & Hennebelle (2017), show a wide range of
values. We show that their mean values can lead to mislead-
ing results in the theory of Soler & Hennebelle (2017) and
investigate the impact of randomly varying values within the
theory. We demonstrate that due to these variations, even
slightly negative mean values of C, A1 and A23 can result in
a preferentially perpendicular orientation.
• Finally, we do not find a correlation between the shape
of the PRS and the column density PDF.
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APPENDIX A: ATTRACTOR POINTS OF
EQUATION 14
As shown in Section 4.2 for the SILCC-Zoom simulations,
the analysis of the mean values of A1 + A23 and C, which
determine the evolution of cos ϕ (Eq. 14), do not show a
clear trend. On first view this disagrees with the finding for
ζ (Fig. 8). However, for all runs the standard deviations of
the three parameters are significantly larger than their mean
values.
It is of interest if Eq. 14 still possesses some attractor
points if the parameters A1, A23 and C change randomly
over time. For this purpose we first aim to rewrite Eq. 14
in a more abstract way. Considering the Fig.’s 5 and 9, we
can see that A1 + A23 and C have standard deviations of the
order of ∼ 10 Myr−1. Hence, we can rewrite Eq. 14 to read
dy
dt∗ = R1 + R2 × y , (A1)
where we use
y = cos ϕ
dt∗ = dt/(0.1Myr)
R1 = C/(10Myr−1)
R2 = (A1 + A23)/(10Myr−1) . (A2)
With this we obtain the linear recurrence relation
yn+1 = yn+(R1+R2×yn)×dt∗ = yn(1+R2×dt∗)+R1×dt∗ . (A3)
We now determine possible attractor points of this relation
by evaluating it for many iterations assuming that now R1
and R2 can be described by a stochastic process. For this
purpose, we model the time evolution (i.e. many subsequent
iterations) of Ri (with i = 1,2) by a stochastic Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process (e.g. Uhlenbeck & Ornstein 1930; Gille-
spie 1996):
Ri,n+1 = Ri,n +
1
τOU
(µOU − Ri,n) × dt∗ + σWdW . (A4)
Here, τOU is the correlation time of the process, which we
choose to be 1 (i.e. 0.1 Myr in physical values4), µOU is the
mean (also called drift term), and σW the standard deviation
of the normal distributed Wiener process dW . We set
σW = σOU ×
√
2
τOU
dt∗ , (A5)
which guarantees that the distribution of Ri (in the limit
4 We note that varying the correlation time does not change the
results significantly.
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Figure A1. Distribution of y derived for many iterations ac-
cording to Eq. A3 where R1 and R2 are modelled by an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process. Even with µOU,R2 < 0, the distribution shows
peaks at y = ±1, which denote the attractor points of Eq. A3.
Physically this can be interpreted as cos ϕ to be close to ±1,
i.e. the magnetic field will be preferentially perpendicular to the
densest structures. The grey lines show 20 realisations of the case
with µOU,R2 = 0.
of an infinitely large number of iterations) has a standard
deviation of σOU. For example, in order to obtain a standard
deviation of Ri in physical units of 10 Myr−1, we set σW =√
2dt∗ (as stated before, here τOU = 1).
With this approach, we can now model the movement
of a fluid element (note that the time derivative in Eq. 14
denotes a Lagrangian time derivative) through the cloud.
As the fluid element moves, R1 and R2 change stochastically
(according to Eq. A4) on time scales of 0.1 Myr deviating
on average by σOU from a mean of µOU.
We follow the evolution of fluid elements for 3 Myr,
which corresponds to about 30 correlation times. We plot the
distribution of y for 20 realisations in Fig. A1 using µOU,R1
= µOU,R2 = 0 and a standard deviation σOU,R1 = σOU,R2 =
1 (grey lines). In addition, we show the mean value of the
distribution for 1000 of such realisations (black line). As can
be seen, there is a strong peak of the distribution at y = cos ϕ
= ±1, indicating a preferentially perpendicular orientation
of the magnetic field and the density structures (i.e. the
magnetic field is parallel to the density gradient).
Next, we change the mean of R2, µOU,R2 to negative
values, i.e. the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck will create a sequence
of mostly negative R2 values which scatter around µOU,R2 .
Overall, this should result in y tending towards zero (Soler
& Hennebelle 2017). However, for both µOU,R2 = -0.3 and
-1 (blue and green lines), the distribution shows still pro-
nounced peaks at y = ±1, even though for µOU,R2 = -1 there
is an increase around y = 0. For µOU,R2 = -2 (red line), how-
ever, the distribution is clearly peaked at y = 0. A similar
trend can be seen when we decrease the width of the dis-
tribution of R1,2 from σOU = 1 to 0.3 and keep µOU,R2 = 0
(cyan line). Also in this case the peaks at y = ±1 are lower
thus resulting in a lower likelihood of finding magnetic fields
perpendicular to the density structures.
In order to analyse this more quantitatively, we calcu-
late the probability P(B ⊥ ISO-n) of ϕ to lie between 0◦ – 25◦
Table A1. Probability for a preferentially perpendicular orien-
tation of the magnetic field and the density structures (P(B ⊥
ISO-n)) and preferentially parallel orientation of the magnetic
field and the density structures (P(B ‖ ISO-n)).
P(B ⊥ ISO-n) (y ' ±1) P(B ‖ ISO-n) ( |y | . 0.4)
µOU,R2 = 0 0.48 0.23
µOU,R2 = -0.3 0.39 0.30
µOU,R2 = -1 0.21 0.44
µOU,R2 = -2 0.06 0.65
σOU = 0.3 0.33 0.30
and 155◦ – 180◦, i.e. y close to ±1, and the probability P(B ‖
ISO-n) of ϕ to lie in the range from 65◦ – 115◦, i.e. |y | . 0.4.
We plot the resulting probabilities in Table A1. For µOU,R2
= 0 and -0.3 it is more likely to find the magnetic field to be
perpendicular to the density structures. For µOU,R2 = -1 –
although smaller – there is still some chance to find the field
to be perpendicular to the density structures, which is, how-
ever, smaller than P(B ‖ ISO-n). In such a case the global
cloud average, i.e the PRS, would likely indicated a random
or a slightly parallel orientation. Similar holds for the case
where the width of the distribution of R1,2 is decreased (σOU
= 0.3).
This demonstrates that, even if the values of A1 + A23
are on average slightly negative, as seen for the majority of
the SILCC-Zoom runs (top panel of Fig. 9), the wide dis-
tribution of A1 + A23 and C around their means can cause
cos ϕ to be on average close to ±1, i.e. the magnetic field
would be preferentially perpendicular to the densest struc-
tures. Only for clearly negative mean values or small σOU, as
e.g. in the less dense regions (Fig. 9), cos ϕ will tend towards
0, i.e. the magnetic field is parallel to the density structures
or randomly oriented.
We are aware that the above model is a strong simplifi-
cation of the actual processes happening in a cloud. However,
it allows us to gain some basic insight in the underlying pro-
cesses governing the relative orientation of magnetic fields
and density structures.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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